Summer Reading Challenge 2010
“I love the library and
I think it is awesome that
you can be part of them
for free. I have really
enjoyed Space Hop and
I want to do it again next
year. But just because
Space Hop is over that
doesn't mean that I'll
stop reading and
borrowing books from
the library.”
Hazel, aged 9, Stoke on Trent

“Volunteering [with the Summer Reading Challenge] has not only been
a truly rewarding experience, but has taught me a lot about myself.
I didn’t know I had these skills. It has ignited my passion for working
with children and I have gained invaluable skills.”
Shani, 21, Lewisham.

Key Achievements
•

760,000 children took part in Space Hop – an increase of 35,000 on 2009

•

334,400 boys took part -44% of participants

•

431,250 children completed the Challenge by reading 6 books over the
summer – 57% of participants

•

97% of libraries in the UK were involved

•

53,000 children signed up as new library members

•

17.8 million children’s materials were borrowed over 10 weeks June to
September

•

More than 3 million books were read by children taking part in the
Challenge

•

The Space Hop website attracted 68,000 visitors, visiting the site 140,000
times, with 1.6 million page views.

•

225,000 children attended 15,000 Space Hop events organised by libraries

•

2000 young volunteers helped in over a third of libraries

•

265 parents/carers took part in the Six Book Challenge alongside their
children in 5 different pilot projects.

Introduction
Space Hop was the twelfth annual Summer Reading Challenge coordinated by The
Reading Agency and run in UK libraries.
Space Hop challenged children to read six library books of their choice over the summer
holidays. Children join the Challenge at their local library and are given a membership
card and a fold out poster. Their mission for the 2010 Challenge was to help four Space
Hop characters to travel through space and set up the first ‘lunar library’. Three stages
to the adventure gave a sense of progression, and gold medals and/or certificates were
awarded to children completing the Challenge.
The Space Hop website brought the adventure to life on-screen, with games, blogs from
children’s authors, reading tips from library staff and a chance to send in messages and
poems. Stories from the Web had a link from the Space Hop website, offering author
information and book reviews, and for subscribing authorities a range of special Space
Hop activities.
The Reading Agency works with different partners to reach wider audiences:
RNIB National Library Service: The RNIB National Library Service supported the creation
of large print and Braille versions of the Space Hop materials to enable children with
visual impairment to take part anywhere in the UK, through their local library.
Welsh Books Council: We are able to provide Welsh/English bilingual versions of all the
Challenge materials thanks to the support of the Welsh Books Council and funding from
the Welsh Assembly.
Booktrust: We designed a version of the Book Crawl certificate with younger Space Hop
characters to enable children under four to be involved in the Challenge. This was
supplied free of charge thanks to funding from Book Trust’s BookStart programme.
We produced a booklet called Space Hop: The Next Frontier with reader development
activities for older children, to help with the transition between Year 6 and Year 7. A link
with Book Trust’s Booked Up book gifting programme meant that the children could find
out about the books they would be offered in their first term at secondary school.
The British Council: Space Hop was
used to promote reading for
pleasure in 22 different countries
through 35 British Council offices,
involving an estimated 11,000
children.

I finished my Space Hop
competition in British
Council, Sri Lanka it was
the most interesting I’ve
ever had.
Nidula (from Space Hop website)
Prince Harry meets children at the launch of Space Hop in
Botswana
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The Summer Reading Challenge – a pivot for partnerships to support
literacy
The Summer Reading Challenge has an essential role in library advocacy and partnership
building. Its dynamism and demonstrable impact can be used to:
•

Position libraries and the Challenge within local authority plans, and pitch to
commissioners for additional funding.

•

Produce combined regional impact reports for influential forums such as Directors of
Children’s/Peoples Services/Directorates.

•

Use the Challenge as a pivot to take partnerships between schools and libraries to a
new level: target head teachers, School Improvement Advisors and aim to get the
Challenge into school improvement plans.

•

Build links with schools through library visits, events, and support for reading groups.
Chatterbooks groups can be combined with the Challenge to deliver against key
education agendas by encouraging year round book talking, reading and listening.

•

Work with schools and adult and community learning providers to target families who
need extra support. Chatterbooks groups can be used for peer mentoring and book
talk and the Six Book Challenge can help parents with literacy needs.

•

Use The Reading Agency’s new resources to build young people volunteering as a
support for children taking part in the Challenge. Position this as linked to the agenda
and funding streams for positive activities for young people.

Ed Vaizey MP (left) and Supporters and sponsors (right) at the Summer Reading Challenge Reception, House
of Commons, July 2010. (l to r Anne Sarrag (The Reading Agency), Lord Tope, Rhydian Peters (Peters
Bookselling Service), Michael Rosen (Patron, Summer Reading Challenge), Carl McInerney (Peters
Bookselling Service), Sarah Foster (Talis), Miranda McKearney(The Reading Agency))
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Aims of the 2010 Challenge
The Summer Reading Challenge builds children’s enjoyment of reading at the same time
as building a habit of using the public library. By creating an inspiring and creative
summer holiday activity, our aims for children and young people are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To get more children reading more
To build children’s confidence and enthusiasm about reading
To build children’s and families’ use of public libraries
To help children and families benefit from cultural experiences
To help young people experience rewarding volunteering activity through reading and
library work
To ensure that we are including disadvantaged children.

Our aims for libraries and their partners are:
• To develop a model of the modern library reading service: a national offer combining
books with on-line reading; social opportunities to share reading experiences; talking
and listening opportunities; volunteer support; creative activities; contact with authors
• To develop stronger partnerships between schools and libraries; helping schools combat
the summer holiday reading dip and narrow the gap
• To help libraries raise their profile in local authorities, contributing to key outcomes and
targets.

Outcomes for Children and Families
More children reading more
A total of 760,000 children took part in the Summer Reading Challenge in 2010, which is
an increase of 5% over last year’s number. Three quarters of library authorities reported
increases on the previous year, the greatest increase being 76%.1 The Space Hop theme
had a strong appeal for boys as well as girls with 44% of participants – matching the
percentage from last year.
431,250 children completed the Challenge by reading 6 books over the summer, which is
57% of participants. Completion rates vary considerably in different library authorities,
but three quarters have a rate of 46% or above, and one quarter have over 63% (see
Appendix Charts, Completion Rate Individual Authorities).
More than 3 million library books were read by children directly as a result of taking part
in the Challenge, and the Impact Research suggests that many children read even more
over the summer. (25% of the children who took part in the Summer Reading Challenge
read between 7 and 12 books, and 8% read more than 12)2
68,000 people visited the SRC website, making 140,000 visits, with 1.6 million page views
between 16 June and 11 September. Online support from librarian bloggers gave children
hundreds of ideas for books to enjoy over the summer, and 15 top authors and illustrators
1
2

See Appendix 1 Charts, Change in Participant Numbers
Summer Reading Challenge 2009 Impact Research Report, UKLA, December 2009
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lent their support through blogging and responding to comments and questions.
Through Stories from the Web children sent in reviews and creative responses to books,
as well as experiencing other online reader development actvities.

“I Love reading....suprisily. i normally don't read a lot. but this summer i
have read a lot of books :)” (sic)
Thursaa, age 9, Surrey (message sent to Space Hop website)

“He never read before but now he just doesn’t want to stop. I think he’s
read 12 rather than 6!”
Mother of 10 year old boy, Wiltshire

Children are more confident as readers and are more enthusiastic
about reading
The UKLA Impact Research provides evidence that the Summer Reading Challenge can
contribute towards preventing the ‘summer holiday dip’ in reading motivation and
attainment3. More children undertaking the SRC reported increased levels in reading
than children who did not take the Challenge. Teachers judged that more children who
had undertaken the Challenge either maintained or improved their reading performance
than those who had not, and far fewer dipped in attainment after the summer.
The research also shows that the Summer Reading Challenge boosts children’s inclination
to read at home and encourages them to talk about books with their families and friends.
The children who took part valued the opportunity to talk to library staff about reading.
Teachers comment on the value of the Challenge in developing a wider reading
repertoire and increasing children’s confidence – giving them a more secure view of
themselves as readers as well as greater independence.

“The children who took part really gained in confidence. It really
fosters enjoyment of books and reading.”
Teacher, Staffordshire

Parents comment on how the Challenge helps their children’s reading:

“Prior to the Summer Reading Challenge my son was a very
reluctant reader, but now he seems to have found a new
enthusiasm for reading which has carried on into the school term.
Even his teacher has noticed how much his reading has
improved.”
Parent, Cornwall

And children’s messages on the website show how much they think the Challenge has
encouraged their reading:
3

Summer Reading Challenge 2009 Impact Research Report, UKLA, December 2009
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“I never used to like reading, not one bit. Everytime my sister tried
to get me to read anything I used to argue a lot. Now I have
discovered that I have a passion for reading just like my sister and
my mum. I only just got my first two books for the space hop
challenge and finished them both in a matter of three days. I
never realised I could read that fast or even be interested in books
at all.”
Caleb, 9, Cornwall (message sent to Space Hop website)

More children borrow more books and join the library
The Summer Reading Challenge generates library membership. In 2010 53,000 children
joined their local library in order to take part in Space Hop. The Challenge also
encourages families to visit the library more often, and can re-awaken a love of reading.

“If it wasn’t for the competition we would never have visited the
library. Someone in assembly made my son beg to come to the
library and now this door is open to us again.”
John, parent of Kian, 9, Wiltshire

“This is an eye-opener, this place is great for the kids.”
Parent who visited the library for the first time as a result of Space Hop, Edinburgh

The Summer Reading Challenge also contributes to children borrowing more books from
libraries. Loans of children’s materials were at 17.8 million during the 10 week summer
period covering all UK school holidays, (this would be 20% of the annual children’s library
issues in 2008/9). And over 3 million books were read by children who partially or
completely finished all the stages of the Challenge.

More young people participate in volunteering
There has been a massive increase in the numbers of libraries working with volunteers to
help them deliver the Summer Reading Challenge, helped by the volunteering pilot
project funded by v and John Laing Integrated Services, focusing on volunteering with
young people. This pilot project provides a powerful volunteering model where libraries
are getting extra capacity, but with no threat of job substitution.
79 library services now work with volunteers in 719 libraries (including the 20 library
services who were involved in the pilot project).
Summer Reading Challenge Volunteering Project: Headline Achievements
•

20 partner local authorities

•

Financial and in kind support from v and John Laing Integrated Services

•

634 young volunteers recruited (against target of 250)
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•

99.2% of volunteers said they gained new skills including communication
skills (84.6%), interpersonal skills (78.0%), experience of working with
children (91.9%)

•

75% of volunteers would like to keep volunteering in a library

•

100% of pilot authorities want to continue working with volunteers

For more details of this project, see Appendix 2: Summer Reading Challenge Volunteering
Report 2010.
Across all the library authorities, there were 2561 volunteers, in the following age groups:
Childen aged 11 or
under
Children aged 12-15
Young people aged 1624
Adults aged 25-60
Adults over 60

14
870
1177
273
237

Young volunteers were recruited via v, Connexions, Trident, Duke of Edinburgh and
directly from local schools and colleges. Adult volunteers were found through local
contacts, advertising and volunteer organisations such as CVS. The volunteers helped
library staff to administer the Challenge, spent time listening to children talking about
the books they’d been reading, and helped with running events and activities.

“I felt that throughout the summer, the library staff were very
supportive and encouraging and they did everything they could to
help me. I really enjoyed talking to children about books and
helping them with the reading challenge.”
Young volunteer, Cheshire East

Young volunteers – Lewisham Libraries
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Children and families engage in wider cultural experiences.
As part of their delivery of the Summer Reading Challenge libraries organised a wide
range of events – music, dance, poetry, art, performance – in many different community
settings. At the Summer Reading Challenge Conference in November 2009, Alan Yentob
highlighted the key role libraries can play in making the connection between written
works of the imagination and cultural and creative activities.
During the summer holidays there were 15,000 different Space Hop events, attended by
225,000 children.
1750 of these activities were run by partner organisations and arts practitioners working
with libraries. For example
•

Story telling, drama and poetry workshops

•

Creative writing workshops

•

Puppet theatre shows

•

Comic illustrator and cartoonist workshops

•

Manga workshop

•

Street games

•

Author and illustrator events (including Space Hoppers with Mark Brake
(involved in the CBBC series) and rapper Jon Chase.

7500 events and activities were run by teams of library staff and volunteers, making a
valuable contribution to community engagement with culture and learning. 2700 events
were aimed specifically at families and 80 events were targeted at supporting parents’
learning.

Photography workshop on Time and Space run by eye4change in Greenwich www.eye4change.co.uk, capturing Space Hop
in light. From Greenwich Libraries.
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Libraries also formed partnerships with astronomical societies, science centres,
observatories, and universities to inspire children’s learning about space.
•

Science Wizards - a brilliant family learning experience

•

Mad Science Academy

•

Star Shows with Astrodomes and Stardomes

•

Rocket workshops from Cumbria Stem Centre Ltd

•

‘Space Café’ talks with York University Nuclear Astrophysicist

“Keighley Star Centre part of Leeds City College did three huge
space related workshops. … The partnership for [the Summer
Reading Challenge] has opened up the possibility of designing a
project that we can work on together.”
Leeds Libraries

“A number of school groups as well as home educated children and
children from across the county who had completed four or more SRC
challenges were invited to our countywide launch day. As part of this
the children worked with Derbyshire Poet Ann Atkinson to create a
Derbyshire Libraries SRC poem.”
Derbyshire Libraries

Reaching more children through partnerships
Library services included many children in the Summer Reading Challenge, who can’t be
reached through schools and libraries, or who need extra support:
•

Looked After children

•

Children of refugees and asylum seekers

•

Children of EU migrants

•

Children in traveller families

•

Young Carers

•

Children of homeless families

•

Children of parents in prison

•

Home Educated Children

•

Children with physical or learning disabilities
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Developing partnerships with schools
The impact research shows that the Challenge makes most impact where there are
strong links between schools, teachers, librarians and children’s and youth services.
The national feedback from library authorities indicated that 89% of libraries visited over
7000 schools, representing 47% of the total schools in their authorities, to encourage
children to take part in the Challenge.
46% of libraries targeted specific schools for intensive promotion of the Challenge.
Examples of how they targeted school include:

Bradford – “schools with Parental Involvement Workers”
Derbyshire – “schools within or close to the catchment of the libraries and mobiles with
the highest target increases, schools not targeted last year, schools in rural communities
served by the mobile library and schools in areas of high social deprivation”

Southampton – “The schools which were involved in the National Young Readers’
Programme (from National Literacy Trust) received more intensive promotion”

Staffordshire – “The Education Transformation Division advise on schools they would like
library staff to visit and promote the Summer Reading Challenge”

Bolton – “Targeted schools that are close by 2 of the libraries where volunteers were
running activities. These are also areas of high deprivation.”
Westminster – “Schools where fewer than 10% of roll took part in Quest Seekers”
Wiltshire - “Schools with 65% or less pupils reaching level 4 KS2 attainment in English
2009, and locally any schools that haven't been so responsive in previous years or where
low numbers of children have participated in the SRC before.”

Rhondda –“ Targeted schools running Family Literacy programmes who receive visits from
the Bookbus mobile library.”
Of those authorities who targeted schools,
•

74% reported that it led to an increase in numbers of children taking part

•

60% reported an increase in numbers completing the Challenge (75% last year)

•

72% said that it led to a closer working relationship with the head teacher/teachers

Specifically targeting schools where there was low take up in previous years contributed
to significant increases in numbers of children participating in Portsmouth (48% increase),
and Halton (73% increase).
Libraries used invitations, posters and noticeboard information, PowerPoint
presentations, and their own specially printed flyers/summer activity booklets. Some of
the approaches that were successful in connecting with children through schools were:
•

Visiting individual classes as well as assemblies

•

Using the website to generate interest and familiarity with the Challenge characters
and narrative

•

Creating a You Tube clip to promote the Challenge (Gloucestershire)
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•

Talking to parents at school open days and summer events

•

Presentation at Head Teachers’ conference

•

Presentation to Literacy Coordinators

•

Sending out registration forms via the schools

Other ideas for promoting through schools included:

Northumberland – “Worked with Morpeth Extended Schools who funded a space themed
day at a local Middle School- library service promoted Space Hop”
Salford – “Encouraging letter to heads telling of prize for school with highest percentage
of pupil roll finishing - the prize was a visit from a mobile planetarium paid for out of
library funds”

Waltham Forest – “We targeted the whole of a small primary school to and they read the
first book at school to see if this motivated more children to join and to finish.”

Denbighshire – “For a few years we have targeted a number of schools where take up was
low and this year saw some excellent results with one schools achieving 76% of its pupils
completing the challenge. (This school rewarded them by hiring Techniquest's Space
Dome for the day! We have invited all the classes in these schools into the library for at
least one session in early summer, enrolled all the children as library members and
schools have emphasised to parents the benefits of the SRC.”

Derbyshire – “This year we also ran a 'Space Cadet' pilot in each area of the county. The
aim was to recruit school children to be trained as Space Cadets. Their role would be to
do the school assemblies with library staff and to promote the reading challenge in their
school and encourage children to join and complete. In the West and North areas, the
two pilot libraries worked with year 5 and 6 children and in the South area, the library
worked with a secondary school. Year 11 Space Cadets peer mentored Year 7 pupils at risk
of failing encouraging them to participate in the SRC. “
Other Partnerships with Schools

Leicester City – “Agreed through Extended Services Neighbourhood steering groups - 6 of
the 8 Neighbourhoods put 1 school forward and funded additional resources and events.
Externally funded targeted work added value to the scheme as a whole allowing author
visits and extension work such as space days in schools involving input from Leicester
University and National Space Centre.”

Kent Libraries - Worked with schools where they were running a Reading Recovery
programme.
“The library services held a series of briefings for RR teachers. Staff room charts and class
room posters were sent to 70 RR Schools, some of which appointed School reps from
Reading Recovery and Better Reading Partner children called the ‘Launch Pad Crew’ who
promoted the challenge to their peers. Launch Pad Crew badges were provided to those
RR schools who were actively promoting Space Hop via a child being a 'champion'.
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In one school the website was shown to the whole school and they started planning
activities that the whole school could do, monitored by the Launch Pad Crew, e.g.
•

library challenges

•

reading more books and collecting stamps

•

collating book reviews

•

making own books

Six Reading Recovery Schools were awarded Reading Trophies for achieving the highest
numbers of children who participated in the challenge in their school (ranging from 1533% children participating as a percentage of total school roll).”
Family literacy - running the Six Book Challenge alongside the Summer
Reading Challenge
The Reading Agency’s Six Book Challenge is a national scheme for less confident adult
readers. In partnership with ASCEL, we ran a pilot programme this summer to engage
parents and carers in the Six Book Challenge while their children were taking part in the
Summer Reading Challenge.
Five library authorities took part in the pilot, trialling different ways of involving parents
and carers, through local children’s centres or in branch libraries. 265 adults were
involved in the pilot, and 63 completed the Six Book Challenge. See Appendix 3: Linking
the Six Book Challenge to the Summer Reading Challenge 2010.

Space Hop presentation event, Coventry
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Conclusions and looking ahead
In 2010 the Summer Reading Challenge continued its dynamic use, reaching more children and
giving them more opportunities for creative reading activities through their local library. The
theme appealed to boys, and the incentives helped to maintain the number of children
completing the Challenge.
Despite pressures on library budgets, we are determined to keep developing the Challenge and
are delighted by the commitment of libraries to maintaining its impact. In austere times, it
offers libraries vital economies of scale by working collectively with a voluntary sector partner.
As an example, the cost for a library service buying core packs for 5000 children through The
Reading Agency as part of the Summer Reading Challenge is £2,000. If the library service
wanted to print the same materials, but had all the print setup costs to take into account, the
cost would be £11,750 – so nearly 6 times as much.
Areas for development in 2011:
Volunteering: We will be working with John Laing on a continued partnership to support
library services in offering youth volunteering through the Summer Reading Challenge. John
Laing Charitable Trust has agreed to extend the Summer Reading Challenge volunteering
programme for 16 to 25 year olds during 2010, to involve 50 library authorities. A guidance pack
will also be generally available. Our vision is for all library services to offer youth volunteering
through the Challenge by 2012.
Schools: The Impact Research undertaken by UKLA shows that the Challenge can help to
improve reading motivation and attainment, and highlights the success criteria for using it to
strengthen partnership working between libraries and schools. It also shows that extra support
is needed to involve children from families where there are challenging circumstances
We will continue to work with library services and Schools Library Services to raise awareness of
the Challenge; aiming to make all head teachers champions, citing the Challenge and library
partnerships in school improvement plans.
We will be offering more materials for schools to help promote the Challenge and celebrate the
achievements of children who take part. We will offer materials for year 6/7 transition, to
appeal to older children taking part in the Challenge.
Year round book talking opportunities: We are building the network of Chatterbooks
reading groups through schools, wherever possible supported by public library services and
schools library services, to help build year round support for children’s reading for pleasure.
Families in need of extra support: We will continue to help library services build
partnerships to reach children from families with challenging circumstances. We will explore
the potential for mentoring schemes with children without support for reading at home. We will
encourage the use of the adult literacy Six Book Challenge as a tool to engage parents who are
themselves less able readers.
Creative/cultural experiences: The Reading Agency is in discussion with LOCOG (London
Organising Committee of the Olympic Games) about ways to extend the reach and activities on
offer around the Summer Reading Challenge during 2012 Olympics.
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12 and older

Change in Participant Numbers
Numbers starting and completing divided by the number of authorities
in each authority type answering both questions

by Authority Type
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Numbers Starting and Completing

Base: Authorities who answered both questions: 184

by Region
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Numbers Starting and Completing
Individual Authorities by Region (iv)
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